1* In two recent papers, [3, 4] , Everitt has generalised certain known inequalities, by replacing the known monotonicity of certain set (or sequence) functions by super-additivity; the sequence functions are zero if all the terms of the sequence are equal.
Included in the inequalities generalised is one due to Rado, [5, p. 61] . Bullen and Marcus, [1] , recently proved a multiplicative analogue of this inequality and a generalisation to symmetric means. It is one of the intentions of this note to show that the corresponding sequence function, which is 1 when all the terms of the sequence are equal is logarithmically super-additive, (Corollary 5, below) . Further properties of these sequence functions are then investigated.
2* (a) -(a u
β ,α m ) will denote an m-tple of positive numbers. E r (a) f 1 ^ r gΞ m, is the rth elementary symmetric function of (α),
the sum being over all r-tples, ί l9 , i r , such that 1 rg i ± < < i r 5* m. P r {o) is the mean of E r {a),
) and correspondingly E r -E r {a), E r = E r (a), etc., if r has suitable values. When r = 1 the symmetric means are arithmetic means and will be written P α = A n+q ,
Similarly, P_ n+q , P n ,P q are powers of geometric means and will be written G +J, Gl and Grespectively.
3.
It is known, [5, p. 52 ] that ( 3) s < t implies PI ^ P t % with equality if and only if a λ = = a m .
It is easily seen from (1) that
Using these identities and (2) we have
and if in addition a λ -= a n = a, When g = 1 this reduces to formulae (2) and (4) of [1] .
4. We are now in a position to state and prove
with equality in each case if and only if either r = kora 1 = '= a n+q » Before proceeding with the proof it should be noted that the condition v ^ w becomes r -u^k -xiίn and q are interchanged. So if r -u ^ k -x inequality (8) holds, with the role of n and q interchanged; or equivalents P r klr /P k ^ Pr-Z (3), nothing is true. The condition v ^ w is equivalent to min (r, q) S max (& -r, 0) and for this either r < q and i ^^ + rorr^g and k = n + q; that is λ; ^ n + v. For both v ^ w and r -n ^ k -x either r < min (n, q) and k ^ r + max (w, g) or r ^ min (w, g) and k -n + q.
Proof of Theorem 2. If r = & the results are trivial so assume r < k. Rewrite (7) as
By (4) with s -r
Using (3) on each term of this sum
By (6) (3), (6) and r < k this gives
(k) p(x-t)J(r-u) p(t-w)Jυ \t=w
On rewriting we get,
Similarly by (4) (10) Pk Using (3) on each term of this sum gives
Rewriting we have that
By the condition in (i) and (3), T S S, which proves (7). Some terms in the above proof become undefined in certain limiting cases. If they are defined to be 1 the proof is then correct. Finally, since r < k, the inequality is clearly strict when (3) is. This completes the proof of (i).
To prove (ii) the procedure is similar except that when (3) is applied to the right hand sides of (9) and (10) it is applied to the second part of each term only, that is to P t . The analysis is then the same with (5) being used instead of (6) Proof. The proofs are exactly those of the special cases. As direct proofs were not given in [1] they will be given here. In particular the proof of (15) is simpler than that suggested in [5] . (15) u by an application of (14).
Similarly (16) is equivalent to
.by an application of
. Generalisations along the same lines are possible for the inequalities (7), (8) Proof. The proof of (i) is exactly that of (3), [5, p. 53] . Then the inequalities follow as before.
W (A -Gr \ > W (A -(Ί-\ 4-W (A -<^M
The requirement that (a) and (w) be similarly ordered is essential as the following example shows. If (a) = (1, 1, 2) and (w) -(2,1,1) then F 1 < Fϊ 12 but F 2 112 > Fl ! \ The extreme case s = 1, t = m of (i) is a weaker form of (14) since F]l m is the unweighted geometric mean whereas F Ύ is the weighted arithmetic mean with the larger numbers having the larger weights. 6* In recent papers Diananda, [2] and Kober [6] , have investigated further properties of A n -G n . We will now prove multiplicative analogues of their results. Let (w) with equality if and only if a 1 -= a n .
Proof. The proofs of (19) and (20) are similar so only that of (20> will be given. Writing a = 1/(1 -w) the left hand inequality in (20) can be rewritten as
The left hand side of (21) (14) gives (21). The proof of the right hand inequality in (20) is slightly longer. The proof is by induction on n and the result is trivial when n = 1. By rewriting, the inequality is equivalent to <22) βM = An l* n ^ 1 .
Using (17) and (18) it is easy to show that
. an \ A 4-1/1 a l«>/?ί(l-w n )(l-w)/γW«U-w«-10)
In particular therefore, if a λ = = a n _ τ -a,
Now, since 1 -w n~ w Ξ> 0 and w + (l -w n )(l -w) + w n (l -w n -w) = :2w n (l -w n ), an application of (14) to (23) demonstrates (22) in this special case.
If we now assume β n __ τ ^ 1 then
1^-û sing (14). Without any loss of generality we can assume that a n = max (a 1? , αj, when in particular a n ^ A n _ λ . Then Proof\ A simple modification of the usual proof [5, p. 23 ] using Theorem 9 instead of (14).
